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ABSTRACT
A community partnership with the aim to restore the 
wetlands and native bushes and control Moth Plant 
and other species that threaten restoration in areas of 
Rangihoua Onetangi Sports Park, Rangihoua Walking 
track, Putiki-O-Kahu, Te Whau Esplanade Reserve, Te 
Matuku Esplanade Reserve, Matiatia headland and Te 
Toki Reserve.

PROJECT AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
AIM
A local initiative led and guided by local experts 
working with the Waiheke community and volunteer 
groups towards the ecological restoration and 
protection of the important wetland habitats and 
surrounding environments on Waiheke Island.

LONG-TERM GOAL
Long-term ecological restoration of Waiheke Island’s 
threatened environments. Working towards a weed 
free environment of ecologically diverse habitats. 

Project work to include a significant focus on reducing 
weed species, planting, maintenance and monitoring. 
Project delivery with a priority of empowering 
volunteers, nurturing community partnerships and 
sustainable ecological education.  

OBJECTIVES
The following objectives have been identified for the 
delivery of the project.

• Partnership with the Waiheke Local Board and 
delivery of the agreed outcomes

• Use local expert knowledge on plants and 
ecosystems

• Use only locally eco-sourced plants
• Consult with the local community,  groups and 

private landowners supporting and encouraging 
restoration and weed management

• Engage local and offshore volunteers where 
ever possible to build ecosystem awareness and 
relationships between the sites and the people. 
Celebrate and acknowledge volunteers

• Develop sponsorship and funding relationships to 
further support and advance the project work

• Employ local contractors for mechanical and 
dangerous site work

• A methodical weed management plan with 
minimal herbicide use and a priority on manual 
control where possible

• Priority weed eradication including; Pampas, Moth 
Plant, Japanese Honeysuckle, Gorse, Privet and 
Asparagus Fern varieties

COMMUNICATION
NAME - “LOVE OUR WETLANDS - WAIHEKE”
The project name was inspired by our community’s 
aroha for Waiheke and it’s unique Island environment. 

VISUAL IDENTITY
We consulted local Eugenia Masllorens from Freshfish 
Studio to create the image. Freshfish have been 
contracted for all the WRT design work for many 
years. 

The below image is the outcome of much too and 
froing including some feedback from the design team.  
This is the image to be used during the 2015 Winter 
project at Rangihoua. 

Looking forward there is the opportunity to add other 
names to this imagery/logo e.g. Love our Forests, 
Love our Coasts etc.

The logo was inspired by the Wetland Toi Toi, the red 
colour and heart for love and blue for the ocean and 
sky.

KEY MESSAGES
The below key messages were used in our Media 
campaign including newsprint, social media, web and 
billboards
• Wetlands are our Taonga
• Wetlands trap carbon
• Only 10% of New Zealand wetlands remain
• Wetlands are giant sponges, absorbing water 

during floods & releasing water during drought
• Wetlands act like kidneys for the earth
• More species of wildlife inhabit a wetland than 

bushland the same size
• Wetlands trap sediment and soils, filter out 

nutrients and remove contaminants
• Wetlands improve water quality
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Kym Rawson 
Restoration Manager 
Kym has taken on the paid roll of Restoration Team 
Leader for the Waiheke Resources Trust in late 2016. 
Kym is an experienced and passionate local bringing a 
superior knowledge base to action for the restoration 
of key Waiheke wetlands. He has worked for 13 
years under the tutelage of the advisory team both 
professionally and voluntarily for a multitude of various 
project on the island. Kym is a huge asset secured for 
the benefit of the wetlands and their legacy.
The ERM Role is defined to provide native plant and 
weed knowledge, wetland and forest ecological 
restoration knowledge, leadership directing the team, 
extract and feed into database, site assessments, tool 
and scrub cutter experience, high work ethic, and to 
be passionate.

Ivan Kitson 
Project Advisor 
From an architecture and design background, I moved 
to Waiheke in 1983. Since then I have been involved 
in propagation and restoration of Waiheke Native 
Species as a local plants-man. In the mid-1990’s I was 
co-writer of Greening Our Gulf Islands, a manual for 
native restoration on Waiheke Island. I have been 
involved with and advocating for wetland restoration 
since the late 1980’s on Waiheke. 

Tony King-Turner 
Project Advisor 
I have a BSc in geology and botany. I have worked 
as guide and track builder within Fiordland and 
Abel Tasman National Parks. I have also worked as 
an outdoor education teacher, wharfie, geologist, 
farmer, nurseryman, landscaper, pathfinder and 
environmentalist. 

Of recent years my work and interest has veered 
increasingly from landscaping to ecological restoration 
of forests and wetlands, in the role of volunteer, 
designer, grant writer and contractor. I also design and 
build most of the public walkways on Waiheke.  
Ten years ago I helped set up the Waiheke Island 
Wetland Initiative (WIWI) with the aim of restoring 
wetlands and raising public awareness. The Waiheke 
Resource Trust’s “Love Our Wetlands” is now carrying 
on this valuable work on Waiheke.

Waiheke has a wealth of natural ecosystems in need 
of undergoing intensive weed control and planting. I 
am forever learning. I am a great believer in copying 
nature so as to produce a totally natural result in any 
ecological restoration projects I am involved in.  I feel 
privileged to be a part of this process and use my 
passion to good effect.

Rob Morton 
Project Advisor 
I have been involved with ecological restoration on 
Waiheke for over 25 years. I have been growing 
eco-sourced native plants during that time from our 
nursery Gulf Trees. Most of our work is with restoration 
and re-vegetation plantings, and I have done a lot 
of hands-on and consultation work as part of these 
projects. We have supplied trees to many of the Gulf 
Islands, apart from Waiheke.
20 years ago, a group of us bought 169 ha of land at 
Awaawaroa Bay and we have done massive amounts 
of planting, ecological enhancement, covenanting 
and weeding since. All weeding on this land has been 
done manually; no herbicide has been used. We have 
made enormous progress against invasive strangling 
weeds.
Waiheke’s natural environment is a very critical part of 
my life.

LOCAL PROJECT ADVISORS
With a combined more than 100 years of experience 
on Waiheke between them, our advisors produce well 
rounded approaches to restoration work on Waiheke. 
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WETLAND RESTORATION TEAM
THE TEAM
These are the passionate people with a cause and a 
common mission, feeling like they’re making a change 
in the world. This team harbours a sense of family, a 
sense of kaitiakitanga. 

Each member will become a team leader in the future. 
Working together as one unit is paramount to the way 
Kym Rawson guides and trains his team. It boils down 
to good hires. Beyond the passion is a work ethic that 
has people showing up week after week. As this work 
is somewhat seasonal and can fluctuate with load, 
people are not just coming for the steady work, they 
are coming for the passion. The work gives purpose 
and job satisfaction. 

WRT A LIVING WAGE EMPLOYER
Becoming a Living Wage Employer makes a difference. 
Employers talk about having reduced staff turnover, 
a more productive working environment and more 
business as a direct result of paying a Living Wage. 
Workers talk about spending more time with their 
families, feeling valued, less stressed and consequently 
happier and more motivated in their workplaces.
Research from New Zealand and from overseas, 
shows that local businesses and communities thrive 
when workers are paid a Living Wage. Jane Parker and 
Jim Arrowsmith of Massey University are doing the first 
NZ research on the impact of a Living Wage on the 
well-being of workers and their families.

WRT has been practicing living wage since early 2016 
and are now an accredited Living Wage Employer for 
over a year.

TEACHING BEST PRACTICE
We believe that taking the time to teach a holistic 
approach to restoration and best practices for 
volunteers yields the best long-term results. This is 
then, of course, more work by our paid staff and the 
restoration manager to accomplish training but the 
return on investment is significant. We have seen 

volunteers develop far beyond a workhorse resource 
to invested passionate restoration gurus. Most of the 
weed team we have at WRT (paid local staff) started 
as volunteers. The pathway to long-term paid work 
doesn’t end there either with one of our weed team 
members taking a full-time position as a key internal 
WRT staff member working 40 hours a week.  
The training we offer allows people to build new 
skills. They also get qualified by offering different 
courses like first aid and Growsafe which will add to 
their professional qualifications in the field they love. 
Often full-time employment comprised of multiple 
environmentally conscious part-time jobs, like the 
Wetland restoration through WRT.

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
WRT was able to secure funding and provide training 
courses to locals on Waiheke. The training specifically 
targeted gaps in the volunteer and paid workforce skill 
sets. Professional development this year provided a 
Growsafe Approved Handler and First Aide courses to 
25 actively engaged weed control individuals across 
a wide variety of disciplines. These are individuals 
that would otherwise not have the capacity to seek 
out training but have become empowered to acquire 
work on the island or preform volunteer efforts in a 
professional manner.

GROWSAFE APPROVED HANDLER COURSE
A $5000 course serviced 13 individuals to become 
certified. The course is developed to teach the safe 
use of chemicals from cut-n-paste to different sprays. 
Approved handlers can spray commercially for five 
years.

Outdoor First Aid Course
A $2500 course provided two NZQA certifications 
good for three years. This course was able to be 
performed in the bush of Te Matuku Bay in order to 
get a acquire first aid training in typical bush scenarios 
that our staff and volunteers would find themselves 
in. Each participant was also given a St John’s travel 
professional first aid kit.

“People come to Waiheke to mend their waka” 
-Rangihoua was the landing place of the Te Arawa waka. The crew 
spent time at Rangihoua refueling and re-lashing their waka with 
raupo	and	flax	from	the	wetland,	giving	it	its	name	Rangihoua,	the	
day of renewal.
Volunteers locally and from and all over the Auckland region flock to our beautiful island to be involved in 
restoration work find themselves learning many valuable techniques and build a knowledge base that promotes 
local restoration work to occur and new volunteer actions to benefit the aims and goals of Auckland Council and 
our Waiheke home. Please see the next visual aide providing an overview of what we are teaching along with the 
best practice measures for weed control. 
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VOLUNTEERISM
RECRUITMENT
Volunteers are recruited in various ways. Some 
come from within the community and other 
through organisations and businesses such as Potiki 
Adventures, Volunteer Auckland, Google Adwords, 
Facebook, InternshipsNZ, and CVNZ. 

Recruitment begins with clear communication 
including:
• Who we are
• Project partners ex. WLB
• The project vision
• Expectations of the volunteers
• Project organisation e.g. transport, health & safety, 

supporting staff structure
• Incentives, feedback and results

MOTIVATION
Volunteers are motivated by their personal needs and 
or their organisation, the project and our delivery of it. 
Methods of delivery that support motivating 
volunteers include:
• Clear communication about the project with key 

messages
• Professionally trained staff in managing volunteers, 

health and safety, first aid
• Incentives for participating such as giveaways
• A well-organised event providing a relaxed and 

positive attitude 

Follow-up is key. This information may come through 
a third party ex. Volunteer Auckland or directly 
between ourselves and the volunteer. We follow up via 
a direct call and or email from the project manager to 
the group’s coordinator while also a personal thanks 
for supporting the project and for local volunteers a 
follow up thank you email is sent giving statistics for 
the day, showing the value of their efforts and also 
news on any upcoming opportunities for them to be 
involved in the future. This is also promoted on our 
Love Our Wetlands Facebook page. This approach 
sees a year to year growth of corporate volunteers, 
and those volunteers returning year to year.

REWARDS 
The project rewards volunteers in different ways 
depending on who they are and where they have 
come from and may include:

Community Planting Days
• Kai – BBQ’s on-site after planting 
• Follow-up email newsletter with thanks, photos 

and stats following the event and end of the 
project

• Free fact sheets, information on Wetlands

• Sharing stories
• Recognition via media including social media, 

local media, film and editorials
• Community Planting days are planned for 

end of June and July 2018. 

School Groups
• Kai - Through another WRT-run programme Kai 

Conscious Cafe
• Donation to the school towards their costs
• Subsidised ferry travel to Waiheke 
• Free bus travel on Waiheke to and from the ferry
• Promotional material such as branded leaflets
• Certificate of thanks post work
• 50 Te Huruhi school students helped with 

planting and water testing on the 4th of July 
2017.

Corporate Groups
• Subsidised ferry travel to Waiheke 
• Free bus travel on Waiheke to and from the ferry
• Promotional takeaway materials
• Certificate of thanks post work
• Organising post work winery tours and local food 

etc. at no cost
• We have had 22 corporate groups, totaling 

355 volunteers this year. 121 volunteers 
more compared to last year. 

RETAINING VOLUNTEERS
• Volunteers must feel like their time has been 

valued by the project’s organization in order to 
return for future projects. 

• Methods we use to retain our valued volunteers 
include:

• Sending feedback post work on the project 
showing the short and long-term effects that their 
time has had on the project statistics, volunteer 
numbers & total hours

• What the next step in the project 
• An invitation to participate in future events
• Creating a personal connection with volunteers 
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VOLUNTEER/COMMUNITY VALUE

1540.5 volunteer 
hours have been recorded this year.

This number does not take into consideration the 
number of hours from the community planting day 
that will happen on the 30th of June. 

This many hours translates into a major amount of 
value and if we directly translated that value in hours 
paid at the current living wage rate of $20.55/hr 
without consideration of the other costs including ACC 
levy, management, admin, etc. then the total for this 
year would amount to:

$31,657.28 worth 
of value. We expect this figure to increase a further 
$1500+ in volunteers hours value by the end of the 
year.

COMMUNITY CAPACITY BUILDING
The Waiheke Resources Trust continually works with 
community groups offering all types of support. 
Typically, we start by advising where to seek expertise 
on project outlines whether that is through WRT or 
through another organisation. We also provide grant 
writing assistance and facilitate a number of proposals 
submitted to a wide range of funds including RENH, 
Local Board Quick Response grants as well and 
seeking other contestable funding sources. The WRT 
either teaches an organisation how to shoulder a 
project completely independently or umbrellas the 
group to provide a layer of administrative support. 

The last few years have seen the extension of the 
wetland restoration team’s work alongside and 
supporting WAIGOMP volunteers tackling Moth Plant 
on Rangihoua Hill (the Maunga). WRT recognises 
the potentially devastating impact of this infestation 
and the need for a community-based restoration 
project at this iconic site. WRT has also continued to 
recruit corporate volunteer groups to bolster local 
community effort. 

Funding was successfully sought in 2017 from both 
the Waiheke Local Board and the Auckland Council. 
This was to be the first stage of a longer-term control 
program.  

The funding enabled over 900 hours of 
labour on the Maunga, of which 340+ hours was 
on a voluntary basis, spread over WRT paid staff, 
WAIGOMP volunteers, corporate volunteers and WRT 
interns. This resulted in a collection and removal of 
2.5 tonnes of pods containing 12.5 million seeds 
from site. Also approx. 1000 square metres of 
high-density infestation areas were cleared from Moth 
Plant.

It has become clear through this work that community 
action on its own may not be enough to keep to Moth 
Plant threat in check. Either more resources or a wider 
range of eradication tools or a combining of the two 
is needed. Continuing support from Auckland Council 
is anticipated for further eradication of the Moth Plant 
on Rangihoua Hill. 

A collaboration with Waiheke Ratbusters, who are 
controlling bait stations on the Maunga, is set up to 
clear Moth Plant from areas around bait stations on 
the Rangihoua Hill, adding to the volunteer effort.

Map Explanation 
The restoration management phases map on the next 
page gives a visual indication of where the projects 
progress has come from, and what phases it is 
currently moving into or predicted to move into in the 
coming year. Further detail is explained further along 
in the report accounting for very specific breakdowns 
of what has happened over the past year with 
specific geospatial reference points. It is important to 
understand that this initial map represents an average 
of the territory in question. 
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MAPS EXPLANATION  
The maps represent the areas which the WRT currently 
restores. The areas referenced in the following 
breakdown use numbered points representing 
photopoints. These photopoints not only provide a 
photographic journal of a sites restoration but also allow 
us to describe variances in weed cover and management 
phases between geo-specific sites. Please see Appendix 
2 for photopoint examples highlighting the work 
completed since 2015.

Kym Rawson, the ecological restoration manager for 
these sites, has described the progress of each site 
between appropriate photo-points made in the period 
July 2017 until June 2018. 

MATIATIA (Area A) 
MANAGEMENT PHASE 3-4
OVERVIEW: All big Rhamnus and Tobacco trees are 
removed which left soil exposed. Most of these areas 
have been covered by grass and friendly weeds which 
left no space for invasive weeds to grow. 80% of last 
years planting no longer need releasing. Less releasing 
was required than in previous years due to a very good 
growing season. 800 native trees have been planted this 
year at this site. Previous plantings had a 95% success 
rate. Less than 1% of the Moth Plant pods were released, 
99% was removed from the site before seeds were 
released (approx. 25 sacks). 

SITUATION: Big infested areas north of the walking track 
with different invasive weeds. (PhotoPoints 1-5)
DECISION/ACTION: All mature Tobacco trees are 
removed from area, now coming through with the seed 
banks to get totally eradicated. Grasses provide good 
cover for soil left bare by removing the trees. All mature 
Mothplant has been removed and Cut & Paste, down 
to seed banks and mature vines. Management phase of 
areas moved to Phase 3.

SITUATION: Moth Plant infestation in the area around 
photopoint 5. The area had previous major Rhamnus, 
removal left ground open for Moth Plant to take over. 
DECISION/ACTION: The restoration team has been 
removing Moth Plant since the start of April. Removal 
of the plant uncovered the seed banks, which the team 
is now removing. Grass seed is planted in bare areas to 
outgrow Moth Plant seed.

SITUATION: Three Moth Plant hotpots between 
Photopoint 2-4, surrounded by Rhamnus, Gorse, 
Tobacco.
DECISION/ACTION: The hotspots have had their initial 
control. The seed banks have been greatly reduced due 
to grass outgrowing them. Rhamnus and Gorse around 
these areas have had minimal attention unless growing 
near planted trees. 95% of Moth Plant in areas is 1,5 
years or under, almost no older plants found. Treescape 
primarily deals with Rhamnus, Gorse and Tobacco 
around these areas. 
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TE WHAU (Area B)
MANAGEMENT PHASE 2-3 
OVERVIEW: 80% Native planting between photopoints 
8-10 no longer require releasing as they have grown 
big enough. Climbing Asparagus is an ominous 
foe at this site, spraying is needed to really counter 
it. Currently, it’s just manually removed with future 
spraying in mind. The Weed Wand Trial is still in its 
early stages. The application of the poison on the 
weeds is still a challenge and this needs further 
testing. Good grass cover between photopoints 3-7 
provide little room for new weeds to emerge. The 
pressure on this site is relatively low at the moment.

SITUATION: Between photopoints 11-1-2 the 
Asparagus spread further in the direction of 
photopoint 3. 
DECISION/ACTION: The experiment with the weed 
wand is still in its early stages. Instead, the full force 
of the restoration team is used at other sites on 
removing Moth Plant, at the moment.

SITUATION: Asparagus weed started growing in the 
area around native plantings between photpoints 2-3.
DECISION/ACTION: Two volunteer groups have done 
releasing of the native plantings from Asparagus.

SITUATION: Between photopoints 2-5 there was a 
weed cover of Aram Lily, Honeysuckle and Gorse at 
5%, 1% and 5%.
DECISION/ACTION: The Gorse between these 
photopoints has been completely removed, still 
removing the last of Honeysuckle from the grass. 
The Aram Lilly is effectively removed, primarily by 
volunteers digging up the weeds and removing it 
from site. 

SITUATION: Beyond photpoints 9-10 towards the 
Oyster Farm shed a small site with Moth Plant is 
present. 
DECISION/ACTION: The restoration team did two 
visits of Cut & Paste and removal of pods in this area. 
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RANGIHOUA (Area C)
MANAGEMENT PHASE 4 
OVERVIEW: Survival rate of planted trees at this site 
is 95%. 5% was lost because of frost in the first weeks 
after planting and rabbits digging up the roots around 
the trees which led to drying out in summer. 90% of the 
tree releasing at the wetland sites this year was done 
by volunteers. Three of those sessions took place at the 
Rangihoua site. There was a significant decrease in the 
amount of  the releasing of last year’s plantings due to 
requesting higher PB3 tree species of supplier and a wet 
summer which resulted in a great growth. After this years 
planting, the Honeysuckle area between photopoints 8-9 
will be addressed.

SITUATION: In the second half of the year, a Honeysuckle 
infestation near photopoint 9 was discovered. This is still 
untouched. In the area around photpoints 8-9 there are 
also still Gorse, Privit, Moth Plant and Tobacco present. 
DECISION/ACTION: Clearing of previously named weeds 
around native tree plantings continued. The Gorse in 
the area around photopoint 8 is continuously removed 
by scrubcutter also to protect plantings. High-density 
planting of native trees continued to fill in gaps in the 
area. There’s 5% remnant Moth Plant in the area around 
photopoint 9, this is ongoingly monitored. The area also 
had three visits of volunteer groups

predominantly removing Moth Plant and Privit seedlings. 
The phase of these areas shifted to Phase 3.

SITUATION: The area around photopoint 4 has remnant 
Honeysuckle. It also had multiple gaps between native 
plantings.
DECISION/ACTION: Removal of remnant Honeysuckle 
continued. More native trees are planted in this area to 
fill in the gaps and expand the area’s edges. This area 
needs approx. one more year before it’s final release. This 
is now at 80%.

SITUATION:  East of photopoint 9 there’s a Tobacco 
forest with Mahoe trees ringing it with abandoned seed 
banks and clumps. (Experiment area)
DECISION/ACTION: During a very wet day in mid-winter 
approx. 150 six inch Mahoe seedlings were transplanted 
into the Tobacco forest, marked with sticks. At the end of 
the year they are the equivalent of PB3 size Mahoe trees.
The Mahoe seedlings transplantation was a more 
cost-efficient method compared to the regular planting 
method in terms of purchases, transport and labour.
The Tobacco trees are kept alive for now because of the 
Moth Plant seedlings beneath it. Removal would benefit 
the Moth Plant. In approx. 3 to 4 years the Mahoe trees 
density will have increased enough to shade the Moth 
Plant seedlings which will allow it to ringbark the present 
Tobacco trees in the area.
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TE MATUKU (Area D) 
MANAGEMENT PHASE 3
OVERVIEW: Te Matuku site is a good example for showing 
that when the full force of the restoration team in 
combination with volunteer groups is focused on an area 
even the most infested Moth Plant areas can be beaten. 
The volunteer groups have a major part in this success. 
Dense grass covering the ground makes it hard for new 
weed seeds to emerge. Grass outgrowing Moth Plant 
seeds have proven to be the best solution to control it. 
99% of pods on this were removed before they opened 
and released their seeds. There are some major slip areas 
present between photopoints 7-10. A small amount of 
planting still has to be done here for erosion control. 

SITUATION: Between photpoints 11-12 is a long stretch of 
Moth Plant present with Gorse and Tobacco weed patches.
DECISION/ACTION: Intensive work was done by the 
restoration team and volunteer groups to remove the 
Moth Plant in this area, mostly in the early part of the year. 
No vines in this area matured or produced new pods. All 
remnant Moth Plant left in this area is juvenile and less than 
one-year-old. 100% of adult plants have been removed and 
95% of the juveniles removed.
100% of the adult Gorse and Tobacco have been removed 
from this area. 5% juvenile Gorse and Tobacco are left to 
remove. The area between photopoints 10-12 falls now 
under Phase 3.

SITUATION: Last major Moth Plant hotspot on this site is 
present at photopoint 11 which is a steep hill area. 
DECISION/ACTION: A tobacco forest in this area covered 
the Moth Plant seed banks underneath it. The Tobacco 
is being lifted to deal with the Moth Plant. All Moth Plant 
here is less than one-year-old. The help of approx. two 
more volunteer groups are needed here to really get on 
top of the Moth Plant. 
Between photopoint 9-11 95% of the adult Moth Plant 
has been removed and 90% of the juveniles removed. 
Also, 100% of adult Tobacco visible from track is 
removed. 

SITUATION: The area around photopoint 4 had previous 
Moth Plant control which eradicated 95%.
DECISION/ACTION: There have been a big flood in this 
area which left near a meter of sediment over the seed 
banks of the Moth Plant which led to a 100% cover of it. 

SITUATION: Smilax and Asparagus weeds present 
between photopoints 1-2 and around photopoints 11 and 
12.
DECISION/ACTION: The restoration team doesn’t focus 
on these weeds at this site for now as their focus is 
primarily on removing the Moth Plant. Treescape have 
been going to this site to tackle these weeds as they 
have dispensation for spraying the weeds. 
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PLANTING PLANS FOR 2018
Matiatia
Matiatia is primarily an erosion mitigation area and 
our planting plans reflect a prioritisation on reducing 
the number of adverse effects of erosion, returning the 
area to what it naturally would have been in the past. 
Increasing the habit and food sources for native fauna 
recovering the area’s biodiversity. Last year 800 trees 
were planted on this site; this year another 850 trees 
were planted. A part of this filled in gaps for a higher 
tree density and replaced possible losses of last year’s 
planting. The rest was planted in areas that have 
been cleaned from Moth Plant to reduce the ground 
for new weeds to emerge. The restoration team has 
planted most of these due to the steepness of the 
slope. Kanuka was the most dominant species planted. 
Future planting will focus on maximum density of the 
current planting areas before going to expand and 
move to new areas.

Rangihoua
850 trees were planted on this site last year. This year 
another 400 trees were planted, primarily to fill in 
gaps and replace trees that have died. The edges of 
the planting areas near photopoints 6 and 9 have 
been expanded. The focus at this site is density in 
existing planting areas to outgrow invasive weeds 
before moving on to thas he new areas. A suggestion 
for future planting from Kym Rawson is to plant Flax 
and Cabbage species north of photopoint 10. These 
plantings will reduce the sediment in the water flow 
running off from the septic field into the stream and 
improve the clarity of the water.

Te Toki
There have been 5 years of weed control by 
community groups completed at the reserve. This 
years planting by WRT concentrated around the 
edges of the reserve to restore and expand its edges. 
250 trees have been planted here. 

Te Whau 
Last year’s planting is continued by filling in gaps 
between previously planted trees, replacing possible 
losses and small expansions on the edges of the area. 
This happened in both areas shown on the map. 

Putiki-O-Kahu 
500 trees were planted in this area. The survival rate of 
the plantings was the lowest on this site due to rabbits 
digging up the roots and drying them out. Future 
planting in this area will include cardboard weed mats 
so the roots are protected from pest uprooting. The 
plantings will reforest the mountain, reduce the areas 
that need to be mowed, and reduce possible weed 
growth in those areas.
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SELECTED TREES
The table below describes the type and number of all 
plants being used in the planting plans mentioned in 
this section. This list is further separated into grey and 
white sections delineating Waiheke Natives Nursery 
from Gulf Nursery supplied plants respectively. 

REFERENCED PLANS
Our ecological restoration manager and staff are well 
read and versed in the Te Naghere and Wetlands 
Prioritisation reports that are utilised as guiding 
documents in the restoration of our areas. 

FUTURE WETLAND RESTORATION
The Waiheke Resources Trust works with a number of 
other community groups within the restoration space. 
Frequent detailed conversations are being had around 
the history of restoration areas, who and what has 
been undertaken to conduct restoration, and what 
deficits remain in these areas. Through these commu-
nications with community groups coupled with recom-
mendations from Council staff we have agreed that 
the other side of the Rangihoua stream and Te Toki 
Reserve would be suitable areas for our team to move 
into for restoration work. As the workload of one of 
our areas goes into a maintenance phase we would 
like to utilise our restoration expertise as pointed out 
in the maps below.
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1 MILLION METRES RANGIHOUA
FUNDING
In 2017 we’ve started a campaign with the Million 
Metres Streams Project to raise funds for restoring 
1483 metres of the Rangihoua Wetland, south of the 
Onetangi cemetery alongside the walking track. This 
campaign finished and the project has been funded 
for over $43,000. This is used to do weed control 
and plant native trees for three years. This includes all 
costs like releasing of the trees multiple times per year, 
weeding in the area and labour. WRT will embark on 
its second Million Metres funding campaign starting 
30 July 2018. Funds raised through this campaign will 
contribute to the 2018-2019 planting season / financial 
year.

RANGIHOUA TRACK 
MANAGEMENT PHASE 3-4
SITUATION: The area alongside the track was covered 
by multiple invasive weed species. This included Moth 
Plant, Honeysuckle, Gorse and Blackberry. 
DECISION/ACTION: All of the Tobacco and Gorse for 
the length of the track have been Cut & Paste. No more 
adult plants in this area. Juveniles are coming up back 
but are reduced by a dense grass cover. Two volunteer 
groups specifically targeted Moth Plant seedlings. 
There’s a 1% remnant of Moth Plant in the area. Over 
half of the young Honeysuckle in the area has been 
manually removed by volunteer groups, mostly when 
the ground was wet for effective removal. In the next 6 
months, with the help of approx. two volunteer groups, 
95% of Honeysuckle will be removed from the site. 
Mechanical scrubcutting has been proved to be a useful 
tool for removing Gorse. Patches which have been left 
bare because of removal of weeds and without native 
grass cover are treated with fast growing grass seed to 
outgrow possible weeds. This only happened in areas 
without native grass species. Also, a 15-20 square meter 
patch of Watsonia bulbs has been dug out by two 
volunteer groups which led to a 100% removal. It may 
be a future problematic weed that just emerged.  
SITUATION: Weed wand is tested at this site for control 
of Honeysuckle. 
DECISION/ACTION: The wand has been tested during 
two sessions so far. It’s proved to be effective for killing 
Honeysuckle. But further testing has to be done to get 
the perfect set-up and poison solution. See the ‘Weed 
Wand’ section on the next page for more information 
about the trial. 
 
TREE PLANTING 
This area is ready for 800 native trees to be planted. The 
planting for this area will have mulch and cardboard 
mat below each tree due to the rabbit problem in this 
area. The plantings will be monitored for any rabbits 
digging up the roots at the trunk. Protective sleeves will 
be put on the trunks if this is the case. The table on the 
right shows the amount and species that will be planted. 
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FUNDING 
TRANSPORTATION 
The WRT has a partnership with Fullers Group Limited. 
Fullers contributed to the Love Our Wetlands Waiheke 
project in the 2017-2018 year by discounted ferry travel 
and onboard marketing packages valued at $9,940.

FUTURE FUNDING
WRT is seeking to expand upon existing relationships 
with corporations that regularly volunteer, and create 
new connections with like-minded organisations looking 
to fund wetland projects. A number of banks have 
volunteered with WRT over 20 times in the last three 
years of the project. We are now developing high-level 
relationships through these companies’ sustainability 
managers and are confident that this will lead to further 
funding of project expansion. We are also conducting 
meetings with eco brand Seventh Generation who is 
developing a campaign around wetland tree planting.

WEED WAND TRIAL 
Our latest trial seeks to reduce the use of herbicides by 
targeted direct poison application. After researching 
different products online and we found a suitable 
company called Zuwa producing a style of poison 
application system that meets our requirements. When 
wiping the rope wick onto weeds a systemic, non-
selective herbicide is absorbed by 
the foliage of the treated plant, 
penetrating the root system and 
destroys the weed. The wick‘s shape 
and configuration place the herbicide 
directly on the target weed without 
damaging adjacent vegetation.

The trial with the weed wand has begun this year and
is used at the Rangihoua track on Honeysuckle. The trial 
is still in its early stages but already proved useful on 
Honeysuckle. Two poison solution mixes have been used 
so far: one with the recommended amount of poison, 
two parts water to one part poison, and one watered 
down by 10%. There was no difference in terms of effec-
tively killing the weeds, but the watered down mix was 
easier to apply. It floats better onto the Honeysuckle and 
rubbed on quicker. The solution could possibly even be 
watered down further, which we plan to test in the next 
year. The technique seems far more efficient than manual 
removal but slower than spraying the weeds. 

To further improve this trial, we plan to change the way 
the herbicide is applied. It can be diffucult to rub the 
herbicide on the plant with the single piece of rope, since 
it just pushes the honeysuckle away. We plan to attach 
2-inch-long rope pieces that hang off of the bottom of 
the weed wand like a mop. This setup allows the rope to 
move through the plants, not just ontop of them.
 
Areas where the Honeysuckle is not covered by grass 
is left to be wanded. But in areas where Honeysuckle 
has wound through grass, it will be scrubcut and we will 
wait for fresh growth to be targeted with poison. Fresh 
growth is more accessible to target because Honey-
suckle gets less stiff when it grows longer. In the next 
6-12 months another 2-3 scrubcuts will happen through 
remaining Honeysuckle and grass areas.

TOTAL FUNDING BREAKDOWN
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The Enclosure Bay / Sandy Bay Catchment

Originally, every valley had 
wetlands

Originally water would run off all along these hills, slowed 
down by forest cover.

When the original forests were cut down, erosion started. 
Houses and roads were accompanied by drainage and culvert 
pipes, often resulting in more erosion.

Catchment boundary

Key

Stream

Wetland

A small catchment
Enclosure Bay and Sandy Bay are part of a small but 
steep catchment. A catchment is an area surrounded 
by ridges that feeds a stream. Like a big cistern, 
a catchment collects all rainwater and eventually 
releases it into the sea.

Linked to the ocean
Clean water flowing into the sea means a healthy sea 
- vitally important to the marine ecosystem.

A healthy catchment? 
A healthy catchment has forested hills,  clean streams 
and healthy wetland areas that slow down the flow of 
water. No sediment, pollutants and mud reach the sea 
in a healthy catchment. Tree cover along the streams 
prevents the growth of algae, enabling native fish to 
use them. 

This catchment
Generally, the Enclosure/Sandy Bay catchment has 
quite good bush cover and therefore reduced erosion, 
but there are some problems. 
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Not ideal - issues in the catchment

Not much wetland left
Very little native tree cover
Streambed is deep and narrow

Shade from native trees in parts
Deep and narrow stream bed

Sediment collects in the bay, 
resulting in low water quality

Sediment collects in the bay, 
resulting in low water quality

Loss of wetland areas
Long culverts hide stream

Concentrated fast flow 
enters reserve

Roadside drains speed 
water flow Key

Stream

Culvert

Roadside drain

Rubble drain slows inflow

Wetland

Not ideal
This is a heavily populated area, for good reason: 
the sheltered bays and steep headlands make for 
a fantastic living environment. But with population 
growth comes some environmental consequences 
which may or may not have been foreseen: 

We have lost quite a lot of the wetlands in this 
valley, and this means there is less capacity to 
slow down heavy water flows and less capacity 
to capture sediment and pollutants. It is now well 
known that wetlands are essential components of 
good catchment management. We really should be 
trying to bring some of these wetlands back. 

The introduction of more and more houses and 
driveways have meant a significant amount of 
permeable soil has been lost - resulting in increased 
pressure on roadside drains to handle stormwater. 
Gathering stormwater in drains may seem clever, but 
it causes problems downstream: slips have occurred in 
the valley as a result of increased stormwater flow and 
drains are gouged out. The new mantra is: spread the 
flow and slow it down.

 
Open water can be beautiful, but if the water does 
not flow and is exposed to the sun, it will get suffo-
cated with algae, killing all aquatic life in the process. 
Streams should really be planted, so they are shaded 
and remain  fresh and clear.
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Three areas for action

McKenzie Reserve

Empire Avenue

Lower Coromandel Road

The Friends of McKenzie Reserve work with Auckland 
Council (who own McKenzie Reserve) to improve 
the way the upper parts of the catchment work. 
Substantial wetland planting has been done in the 
reserve and the results can clearly be seen. There are 
still some things to improve, especially with regards 
to the way stormwater from Great Barrier Road is 
handled, but things are going pretty well in the green 
area.

The narrow stream next to Empire Avenue (blue area) 
has some really nice bits of forested stream, but other 
parts could quite easily be improved.  
 
The stream next to Coromandel Road (pink area) 
has lost much of its original wetland system, and the 
stream has been modified. But great improvements 
are possible, without too much effort. 

Let’s see what we can do
We would like to invite you to work with us on the 
improvement of this catchment. Involvement can 
range from assisting with planting programmes along 
the public parts of the streams and wetlands, planning 
improvements to your own land, or joining a local 
care group. 

Key
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Things that can be done along Empire 
Avenue

Seal and angle the road
The gravel road is a major source of sediment in the 
bay. We strongly support calls to seal this road as 
soon as possible, so this is no longer the case. At the 
same time we suggest changing the profile of the road 
so rainwater can simple run across it, into the main 
stream, so the ditch and culverts on the Eastern end 
of the road can be removed.

This is something that will need the support of 
Auckland Transport. We will work with the Waiheke 
Local Board to get this underway.

‘Daylight’ the stream again
Especially at the upper end of Empire Avenue, the 
original wetland was lost through filling and culverting 
of the stream. It is possible to bring some of the 
wetland back. We will start the process of restoring 
the wetlands in the road reserve, and can assist 
landowners who wish to make improvements to their 
properties. Free design advice, volunteer labour and 
plants are available for those keen to take part.

Extend the tree cover
As mentioned before, a shaded stream is much 
healthier than an exposed stream. Appropriate 
planting will greatly improve the quality of the 
stream. The lower parts of Empire Avenue are a good 
example of what can be achieved.

Current profile: culvert hides the stream

Proposed profile: wetland and planting

Change the profile
Some of the lower parts of the stream are very deep 
and narrow. This is not an ideal profile for a stream, it 
encourages erosion and can cause stagnant water in 
dry times. The stream can be made wide and shallow, 
so it can do a better job at slowing down the water 
flow. Most of this work is to take place on public land.

Current profile: narrow stream bed

Proposed profile: wide, shallow stream bed
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Empire Avenue Improvements

Change the stream profile

Seal road, change road profile 
so no ditch is needed

  Remove weeds, plant trees

Restore wetland, 
plant trees
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Proposed profile: wide, shallow stream bed

Current profile: narrow stream bed

Change the profile
Some of the lower parts of the stream are very deep 
and narrow. This is not an ideal profile for a stream, it 
encourages erosion and can cause stagnant water in 
dry times. The stream can be made wide and shallow, 
so it can do a better job at slowing down the water 
flow. Then wetland plants and small trees can be 
planted in this new stream bed. Most of this work is to 
take place on public land, but in some cases it can be 
undertaken on private properties, as the stream and 
wetland cross private land between no’s 68 and 76A. 

More wetland, please
Much of the small stream along the low end 
of Coromandel Road should be wetland. 
Nothing major, just a wide, shallow swale-
like stream bed with healthy wetland plants 
and some shade trees. This is achievable and 
can have excellent results. We will start the 
process of restoring the wetlands in the road 
reserve and can assist landowners who wish 
to make improvements to their properties. 
Free design advice, volunteer labour and 
plants are available for those keen to take 
part.

Remove exotic weed plants
One of the reasons many people see wetlands 
as ‘dirty’ is the weed plants that often spring 
up in these areas. Those weeds don’t just look 
messy, they often choke trees and ruin the 
habitat for native fish and birds.
Wetlands do need a little TLC and we have 
a lot of experience with this at other places 
around the island. Talk to us if you need help 
controlling weeds. We can either give you 
advice or set up working bees to improve the 
situation. 

Plant more native trees
Just like Empire Avenue, the stream will benefit 
from some more tree cover. They don’t need to 
be large trees, things like nikau, tree fern and 
cabbage trees are x for stream-side plantings.
We can help with plant selection and have 
access to cheap or free plants if you are keen 
to make improvements on your section.

0 10 20 30 40 50m
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BACKGROUND
The Beach Ambassadors Project, funded by 
Auckland Council (WLB) and managed by the 
Waiheke Resources Trust has been operating during 
the peak new year visitor period in January and 
early February. The aims of the project have been to 
educate visitors to the island on available services, 
facilities and activities on the island, and to reduce 
the amount of waste left on and around beaches 
through friendly conversations. These conversations 
focus on carrying out the waste that visitors and 
residents brought onto the beaches.

These goals have been achieved through having 
Beach Ambassadors present at the main tourist 
beaches in the afternoons of the peak period. 
All managers and ambassadors are required to 
take daily journals to record interactions with the 
community. Overall, interactions have been positive 
and these reports are available upon request. 

PROJECT OUTLINE
In the first year of operation the Beach Ambassadors 
project operated on both Oneroa beaches, Palm 
Beach and Onetangi. In the Second and Third year, 
less funding was received and it was reduced to 
The Oneroas and Palm Beach. This year, funding 
was reduced again and it was limited to the two 
Oneroa beaches. Visitors frequently asked the Beach 
Ambassadors about the other beaches.

Ambassador hours shifted to later in the day to 
capture the times when the beaches are used the 
most. These hours were 3pm to 7pm on weekdays 
and 12pm to 7pm on weekends. 

In previous years, our Ambassadors noticed vandalism 
on the beaches; this year, fortunately, we did not 
experience these incidents.

SITE OBSERVATIONS 
ONEROA
During good weather and public holidays, Oneroa 
was filled with day-trippers from Auckland who arrived 
by ferry or by smaller boats or dinghies. The BBQ 
bucket, containing cooking utensils and cleaning 
equipment, very much appreciated on Oneroa beach. 
They were not left out overnight between shifts this 
year due to the semi-regular incidence of items going 
missing from them in previous years.

LITTLE ONEROA
There was an extreme weather event right before 
the start of the program which meant that the 

peak summer visitor season began with damaged 
boats scattered across the beaches. Many of the 
visitors were not aware of the storm and Beach 
Ambassadors gave context to these visitors as 
to why they were looking at debris on our most 
popular beaches.
 
The storm also deposited seaweed in the Little 
Oneroa stream As it rotted, it gave off a fetid 
smell, prompting questions from the public, which 
were then answered by our ambassadors. The 
ambassadors also helped with water testing in the 
stream.

On one of the busiest days of the season, a wedding 
reception party took over the entire grass area of 
Little Oneroa beach, excluding other users from 
access. When asked about what permission they had 
sought, we were told that the council allowed them 
to use the area on the condition that they dealt with 
their own rubbish and recycling. However, no council 
officer was seen to enforce this, and the party left a 
very large amount of rubbish and recycling just next 
to the bins. 

ANALYSIS
Our data backed experience at the WRT is that waste 
is a behaviour, not an engineering problem. Providing 
more and more bins only serves to induce more and 
more waste. Our approach of community education, 
functionally designed public places, and strategically 
placed waste and recycling bins has been shown to be 
the best way to reduce waste issues in public places.
Dumping has not become a problem in places where 
bins were previously located and then withdrawn. 
There is more likely to be a pile of excess rubbish next 
to a bin than there is to be a pile of rubbish where 
no bin exists. New bins have been installed, but the 
proportion of recyclables going into landfill has not 
been shared with the WRT.
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Appendix 1: Wetland maps 2017
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Appendix 2: Example photopoints

Matiatia: Photopoint #1

2016 2018

Te Whau: Photopoint #4

2016 2018

Rangihoua: Photopoint #6

2016 2018
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Te Matuku: Photopoint #8

2016 2018
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Sponsors and partners of the  
Love Our Wetlands Waiheke project
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